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Abstrat
This review onerns the formation of bodies of the Solar System. Three major hanges
in our understanding of the early history of the Solar System are presented.
1) Early dierentiation: A few reent results support the idea that protoplanet for-
mation and dierentiation ourred partly simultaneously than CAI formation (whih
is generally aepted as time 0 of the Solar System). First, some iron meteorites, eu-
rites, and angrites older than the hondrules or even than the CAI have been found.
Seond, iron meteorites ould be debris of early disrupted dierentiated planetesimals,
sattered from the terrestrial planet region to the Main Belt. Finally, hondrules ontain
fragments of planetesimal material.
2) Earth and Moon: An equilibration mehanism explains the idential Oxygen iso-
topi omposition of the Earth and the Moon. In addition, it has been shown that the
Earth and the Moon mantles have the same
182
W anomaly, in ontrast to what was
believed before. Consequently, the Moon forming impat should have ourred after the
extintion of the
182
Hf radioativity, about 60 Myr after Solar System formation. This
new datation is in agreement with new N-body numerial simulations of the last phase
of terrestrial planets formation, in whih giant impats our during about 100 Myr.
3) Giant planets and Nie model: The migration of the giant planets in the proto-
planetary dis an be prevented if the planets are in resonane, lose to eah other. In
2005, Tsiganis, Gomes, Morbidelli, and Levison have proposed a model in whih the 4
outer planets of the Solar System were in a ompat onguration after the dissipation
of gaseous dis. A few hundred million years later, a global instability drives the planets
on their present orbits, produing the Late Heavy Bombardment. In the frame of this so
alled Nie-model, a lot of harateristis of our Solar System an be explained (dis-
tribution of the Trojans and Hildas asteroids, Kuiper belt struture, irregular satellites
of the giant planets. . . ).
1 Introdution
The Solar System is the most well known astronomial objet. A onsiderable amount of
well onstrained properties have to be explained, and a lot of observations are available.
This makes the study of its formation easy and diult at the same time, exiting in any
ase. This review on the formation of the Solar System fouses on reent results that are
partiular to our Solar System. General works on planet formation will be ignored. In the
last few years, new results have deeply hanged our idea of three aspets of the Solar System
formation, leading to new ways of thinking the early history of the planets. These three new
senarii have no onnetion with eah other, but all three of them represent a fasinating
improvement in our understanding of the formation of the Solar System. Therefore, this
review is divided in three independent hapters, organised in order of inreasing size and
duration of the proesses, from the smaller to the larger sales.
In setion 2, we fous on the rst two million years of the Solar System and on the small
bodies. Reent observations, datations and modelisations of meteorites, are reviewed. New
results, obtained with isotopi datation, numerial simulations, and petrographi analysis,
suggest that the standard idea of planet formation from hondrules as elementary briks
should be revised. On the ontrary, dierentiation of small bodies appears to have taken
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plae before the formation of hondrules. A new senario is presented, in whih these works
take plae.
In setion 3, we shift to terrestrial planets size, and several dozens of millions of years :
new results on the Moon and the date of the Moon forming impat are presented. The
isotopi omposition of our satellite is explained in Oxygen and Hafnium, and its age is
revised. N-body simulations as well as isotopi datation suggest a Moon forming impat
later than previously expeted, 60 to 100 million years after Solar System formation instead
of about 40.
In setion 4, the dynamis of the giant planets over a billion of years is disussed. First,
it has been shown that their migration in the gaseous protoplanetary dis an be prevented
if they interat with eah other, in some onditions. Then, after the protoplanetary dis is
dissipated, the Nie model an be applied. Slowly perturbed by an outer dis of planetes-
imals during hundreds of millions of years, the giant planets suer a global instability that
drives them to their present orbits and auses the Late Heavy Bombardment of the terrestrial
planets. During the instability, the Trojans of Jupiter and Neptune, and the Hildas asteroids
are aptured, as well as the irregular satellites of the giant planets ; the Kuiper Belt is also
shaped. The suesses of the Nie model suggest that the planets were not formed where
they now orbit, and the standard Minimum Mass Solar Nebula should be revised.
2 Meteorites and Asteroids
Meteorites are lassied in 3 ategories : the iron meteorites, the ahondrites, and the hon-
drites. Iron meteorites are omposed mainly of Iron and Nikel, and are onsidered as piees
of the metal ore of a dierentiated body. Ahondrites are also alled stony meteorites, and
are onsidered as piees of the mantle or the rust of a dierentiated body. Chondrites are
the most numerous, and onsidered as piees of undierentiated bodies ; they are made of
three omponents : the Calium-Aluminum rih Inlusions (CAI), the hondrules, and the
matrix whih glues them together. The CAI are millimeter size grains made of refratory
elements (mainly Calium and Aluminum), that are supposed to ondensate rst in the
protoplanetary dis. Therefore, the CAI formation traditionally marks time 0 of the solar
system, 4.569× 109 years ago. The hondrules are millimeter spheres, about 2 million years
older than the CAI (Amelin et al. 2002 ; Bizzarro et al. 2004) (see below how suh a relative
datation is possible). Chondrules onstitute up to 80% by volume of hondrites. As they are
the main omponent of the most numerous and most primitive meteorites, hondrules are
usually onsidered as the elementary briks of planetesimals and planets.
2.1 Short-lived radionuleides
The relative datation of meteorites or piees of meteorites (like the CAI and the hondrules)
is generally done using short-lived, extint radionuleides. For instane,
26
Al deays in
26
Mg
with a half-life τ = 0.7million years. The isotopi ratio 26Al/27Al in the solar nebula dereases
therefore with exp(−t/τ). When a body forms, it aptures some Aluminum, with the isotopi
ratio available at that time. Then, the
26
Al deays in
26
Mg inside the body. Now, all the
26
Al
has deayed, and the measured
26
Mg/27Al ratio reets the initial 26Al/27Al ratio. Therefore,
the higher the present
26
Mg/27Al ratio in an Aluminum rih body, the earlier it formed.
The question is then : where did the short-lived radionuleides ome from ? A popular
hypothesis for the origin of
26
Al (and
60
Fe) is a ontamination aused by a near-by supernova.
Gounelle & Meibom (2007) have shown that in this ase, the supernova should have also
injeted a onsiderable amount of
16
O in the solar nebula, but not in the Sun beause the
Sun is too small to be ontaminated. Therefore, the present isotopi ratio
17
O/16O should
be smaller in the Solar System than in the Sun itself. This ould be deteted by the Genesis
mission.
In 2008, the same authors have alulated the probability of suh a supernova ontamina-
tion for a protoplanetary dis in a young luster (like the Orion nebula). They nd that it is
smaller than 3×10−3. Therefore, the supernova ontamination senario is very unlikely (but
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not impossible). They onlude that utuations of the interstellar medium omposition are
a more plausible explanation for the
60
Fe ontent of the Solar System.
2.2 Evidenes for early dierentiation
The standard idea of terrestrial planet formation is that after the formation of hondrules,
solid grains (CAI, hondrules, . . . ) gather, form little asteroids that ollide, merge, and
grow in a few million years. If they grow big enough, these planetary embryos an melt and
dierentiate. But a few reent results suggest that dierentiated bodies existed already at
the time of CAI formation.
Kleine et al. (2005a,b) have found that some iron meteorites are 2 to 3 million years
older than the hondrules, using an other short lived radionuleide :
182
Hf that deays in
182
W in 9 million years. Therefore, they laim that Tungsten isotopes provide evidene that
ore formation in some asteroids predates the formation of hondrite parent bodies. It seems
that some iron meteorites formed even before the CAI. This an't be explained in the above
standard senario.
In addition, Bizzarro et al. (2005) found a
26
Mg exess in eurites and mesosiderites
(other sorts of ahondrites). The parent bodies of these meteorites must therefore have
dierentiated signiantly before that
26
Al was extint, that is within ∼ 2 million years after
CAI formation.
Finally, Baker et al. (2005) have found basalti ahondrites (angrites) dated only 1
million years after the CAI. Thus, volanism should have happened at that time, before the
formation of hondrules.
In the end, there are strong and onverging evidenes, oming from various sorts of
dierentiated meteorites, that dierentiation of solid bodies took plae in the very beginning
of the Solar System, before the hondrules appeared. This ontradits the standard model of
planet formation in whih planets form from hondrules over the time of a few million years,
and they an dierentiate only when they reah a ritial size.
2.3 Iron meteorites as remnants of planetesimals formed in the ter-
restrial planet region
This subsetion is named after the orresponding artile by Bottke et al. (2006), in whih
the authors make N-body simulations of test partiles plaed initially within 2 AU in the
presene of Moon to Mars sized planetary embryos. They nd that the embryos satter the
test partiles, and spread them into the Main Belt region. In less than 10 million years, 10%
of the partiles initially loated between 1.5 and 2 AU settle in the Main Belt. Even some
of the ones originating from 0.5 − 1 AU end in the Main Belt (up to 0.1%). Then, these
interlopers behave dynamially in the same way as the original Main Belt bodies.
In fat, ollisions destroy 90% of the bodies smaller than 100 km inside 1.5 AU. A dieren-
tiated small body would explode into iron meteorites and stone meteorites. These meteorites
would then behave like the above test partiles, and have a hane to reah the Main Belt
(partiularly its inner part). Then, the Yarkowski eet and the spatial weathering elimi-
nates the fragile and poor thermally-ondutive stony meteorites, and we are left with a large
population of iron meteorites in the Main Belt, oming from dierent parent bodies. In this
view, most of the iron meteorites now observed oming from the Main Belt are in reality
piees of small dierentiated bodies that formed early in the terrestrial planet region, within
2 AU from the Sun. This explains that the parent bodies of the iron meteorites represent two
thirds of the parent bodies of all meteorites (while iron meteorites are rare), and that they
were small (20-200km). Note that this onerns only the population of the iron asteroids in
the Main Belt. Most the asteroids now present in the Main Belt were formed there.
2.4 Piees of planetesimals as seeds for hondrules
With eletron mirosopy, Libourel & Krot (2007) have observed seven polished thin se-
tions of the Vigarano meteorite (a CV hondrite). Inside some of the hondrules, they
found olivine-rih aggregates showing granoblasti textures and omposed of oarse-grained
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forsteriti olivines and Fe,Ni-metal nodules. These aggregates appear in the observed se-
tions as a pavement of polygonal olivine grains. The olivine-olivine or olivine-metal juntions
between grains are either dry (without any glass), or wet (separated by thin layers of
glass). The wet ones present wetting angles smaller than 60◦. This indiates that the melt
inltrated inside a dry juntion. If the grains had been initially separated and had joined
by expelling the melt, the wetting angle would have been larger. Therefore, this texture
an only be produed by sintering and prolongated annealing of pre-existing material at high
temperature. Shortly said, these aggregates existed before the hondrule, and they formed
in a high pressure, high temperature environment.
The authors onlude that type I hondrules formed from a tiny piee of the mantle of
a pre-existing planetesimal. This millimeter-sized piee of rok was then melted and ooled
down, areting other omponents and aquiring a spheroidal shape.
2.5 Conlusion
All these results gather to build a onsistent senario of the rst phase of planetary formation
in the Solar System, that diers from the previous standard idea. A rapid formation of
planetesimals during the rst million years after CAI formation (or even before) seems very
likely in the region of the terrestrial planets. Here, the dynamial timesale is indeed small,
and allows for the proesses of planet formation to happen in a short delay. As the short-
lived radionuleides are not yet extint, they produe heat by deaying, and this enables
small bodies to melt and dierentiate.
These small, early formed, dierentiated bodies then suer destrutive ollisions. The
large mantle fragments are eroded and an not survive a few billion years ; they are not
observable anymore. Some of the ores fragments reah the Main Asteroid Belt, where they
are now observed as iron meteorites. In the destrutive ollisions, tiny fragments of rok are
also produed : they later transform into hondrules.
These hondrules an gather to form larger bodies, and planet formation ontinues, with
these briks. However, the short-lived radionuleides are extint at that point, and therefore
only the bodies larger than ∼ 400 km dierentiate. Thus, undierentiated asteroids and
hondrites are observed today.
3 Earth and Moon
After a runaway and oligarhi growth of embryos, the last stage of the formation of terrestrial
planets is a phase of giant impats between the Mars sized embryos. This phase lasts until a
stable onguration suh as the present one is found. The formation of the Moon is explained
by suh a giant impat near the end of the Earth's formation (Canup & Asphaug, 2001).
3.1 Equilibration
The Earth and the Moon have undistinguishable Oxygen isotopi omposition (Wiehert et
al., 2001). In ontrast, all other bodies of the Solar System have dierent Oxygen isotopi
omposition. To explain this, Pahlevan & Stevenson (2007) have proposed a mehanism
of equilibration. Just after the impat, the Earth is overed by a magma oean, and sur-
rounded by a dis of molten material. A siliate vapor atmosphere of about 2× 10−3 Earth
masses embraes the Earth and the dis. Turbulene in the liquids (dis and magma oean),
and exhanges between the liquid and gaseous phases make the entire system isotopially
homogeneous. This works for Oxygen as well as other elements, like Hafnium.
After that, to keep the omposition of both, the Earth and the Moon, unhanged, no
signiantly massive body should have ollided with any of them. Thus, the Moon forming
impat should be the last giant impat in the history of the Earth.
3.2 Age of the Moon
The age of the Moon an be estimated with the
182
Hf/
182
W hronometer. As mentioned
above,
182
Hf deays in
182
W with a half-life of 9 Myrs. But Hafnium (Hf) is lithophile,
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while Tungsten (W) is siderophile. Therefore, during dierentiation, the Hafnium goes in
the mantle while the Tungsten gathers in the ore. If the dierentiation ours when all the
182
Hf has deayed into
182
W, all the W reahes the ore, and the mantle is
182
W poor. If
the dierentiation is nished while
182
Hf is still ative, some
182
Hf is aught by the mantle
and deays there into
182
W, leading to a
182
W exess in the mantle. Therefore, the stronger
the exess of
182
W in the mantle, the earlier the dierentiation took plae.
As an exess of
182
W is observed in the lunar mantle, Lee et al. (2002) and Kleine et al.
(2005) onluded that the Moon formed and dierentiated within 60 Myrs, and probably
even earlier.
N-body numerial simulations show that the giant impats phase should last about
40 Myrs, if Jupiter and Saturn have their present eentriities ; this implies that the Moon
is about 40 million years old, onsistently with the above estimate.
However, if one assumes that at that time, Jupiter and Saturn were on irular orbits,
one nds that this phase lasts about 100 Myrs (O'Brien et al., 2006). A irular initial
orbit for Jupiter and Saturn is favored for a few reasons. First, it is required in the Nie
model (see setion 4). Seond, O'Brien et al. (2006) have shown that this hypothesis enables
the terrestrial planets to arete about 15% of water-rih material from the outer Main
Asteroid Belt, whih explains the presene of water on the terrestrial planets today. Third,
irular orbits of Jupiter and Saturn enable embryos to survive longer in the Main Belt,
whih explains better the properties of the Asteroid Belt (O'Brien et al. 2007 ; Petit et al.
1999). This would lead to an age of ∼ 100 Myrs for the Moon, in ontrast with the result of
the Hf/W hronometer.
Yet, Touboul et al. (2007) have shown that the dominant
182
W omponent in most lunar
roks reets osmogeni prodution. The
182
W exess measured is in fat pollution due to
osmi rays. New data from unpolluted samples (KREEP) lead the authors to onlude that
 lunar and terrestrial mantles have idential
182
W/
184
W. This onstrains the age of the Moon
and Earth to 62 Myrs (+90/-10). This result has been onrmed by the same authors in
2008 on another lunar sample : plagiolase separates from two ferroan anorthosites (piees
of the rust). In addition, they measured the basalts osmogeni pollution.
Finally, the N-body simulations of the giant impats phase and the
182
Hf/
182
W hronome-
ter are onsistent again. The revised age of the Moon is ∼ 100 Myrs.
Combining the results of the N-body simulations and the new measures of the age of
the Moon via the
182
Hf/
182
W hronometer, one an also onlude that the isotopi datation
favors the hypothesis that Jupiter and Saturn were on irular orbits in the rst hundred
million years of the Solar System.
3.3 Re-equilibration during ollisions
When two dierentiated bodies ollide, their mantles may have dierent
182
W exesses. If
during the ollisions, the ores merge and the mantles merge without ore-mantle interation,
the
182
W exess in the mantle of the nal body is the average of the two initial
182
W exesses.
But if the ore of the impator is disrupted and the metal sinks in entimetre-sized drops
through the mantle of the target, it takes all the Tungsten with him down to the ore. Then,
the
182
W exess in the mantle is reset. In that ase, the measured
182
W exess does not date
the dierentiation but the impat.
Nimmo & Agnor (2006) have studied the isotopi outome of N-body aretion simula-
tions. They nd that a better math with the observations of the planets and asteroids an be
ahieved if one assumes many giant impats after 10 Myrs, with a omplete re-equilibration.
3.4 Summary
The Moon forming impat ourred at the end of the giant impats phase of the formation
of the terrestrial planets. That is most likely between 60 and 100 million years after Solar
System formation.
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During the Moon formation, there was an isotopi equilibration proess in Oxygen and
other elements. But the
182
Hf radioativity was extint, so that the Moon and the Earth
mantles still have the same
182
W/
184
W ratio.
4 The Nie model and its appliations
4.1 Migration in the Solar System
It is well known that planets in protoplanetary gaseous diss migrate. In isothermal diss,
low mass planets suer inwards type I migration, at a rate proportional to their masses.
Giant planets open gaps, and then follow the global visous evolution of the dis, generally
aretion towards the star ; this is alled type II migration. In this framework, the reason why
the giant planets of the Solar System haven't ome lose to the Sun has been a longstanding
mystery.
Masset & Snellgrove (2001) have shown that if Jupiter and Saturn orbit in mean motion
resonane in a ommon gap, the pair of planet deouples from the dis evolution and may
migrate outwards. This is beause Saturn is less massive than Jupiter : therefore the fore
exerted by the dis on the innermost planet is larger than the one on the outer planet, and
the pair of planets is not in equilibrium in the gap. Pierens & Nelson (2008) have shown that
the apture in the 3:2 mean motion resonane is the most likely outome for the Jupiter-
Saturn pair in a dis. Finally, Morbidelli & Crida (2007) studied the inuene of the dis
properties on the migration rate of the Jupiter-Saturn pair in 3:2 resonane, and found that
their migration is stopped in some ases. Those solutions allow Jupiter and Saturn to form
in the outer Solar System and to stay there, without migrating in the region of the terrestrial
planets.
From the stationary onguration of Jupiter and Saturn in the dis found by Morbidelli
& Crida (2007), Morbidelli et al. (2007) added Uranus and Neptune to the system. The
ie giants migrate inwards and are then aptured in mean motion resonane with Saturn
or Uranus. A prevention of the migration of the four giant planets of the Solar System is
therefore possible, if they are in a ompat onguration, very dierent from the present one.
Six possible, fully resonant ongurations have been found. They are admittedly not similar
to the present struture of the outer Solar System, but the authors have shown that two of
them are ompatible with the Nie model.
4.2 The Nie model
In a trilogy of Nature papers published in 2005, Gomes, Tsiganis, Morbidelli, & Levison
proposed a new model to explain at the same time the arhiteture of the outer Solar System
(Tsiganis et al., 2005) and the Late Heavy Bombardment (Gomes et al., 2005). In this model
 often referred to as the Nie model, beause its four authors were working at Observatoire
de la Cte d'Azur in Nie  the evolution of the planets is followed after the gas dis has
dissipated. The four giant planets are orbiting at rst on irular orbits, in a very ompat
onguration : the radius of the orbit of Jupiter is 5.45 AU, that of Saturn is 8.45 AU, Uranus
is between 11 and 13 AU, while Neptune is between 14 and 17 AU. A dis of planetesimals
extends outside of the orbit of the last planet and up to about 35 AU ; its total mass is about
35 Earth masses.
By sattering planetesimals, the planets slowly hange their orbits. On average, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune move outwards, while Jupiter moves inwards. At some point (after a
few hundred million years), Jupiter and Saturn ross their 2:1 mean motion resonane. This
inreases their eentriities, whih destabilises the entire system. Uranus and Neptune have
lose enounters with eah other and with Saturn, and they enter the dis of planetesimals,
whih is destroyed as a onsequene. Most of the planetesimals are sattered by the planets
and some of them reah the inner solar System, produing the Late Heavy Bombardment.
The amount of planetesimals that hit the Moon is in agreement with the estimates of the
LHB. In about a hundred million years, the planets reah their present semi major axes, and
their eentriities are damped by dynamial frition with the planetesimals. The average
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outome of the global instability mathes very well the present position of the planets, for a
reasonable range of parameters.
In addition to the Late Heavy Bombardment and the present orbital parameters of the
giant planets, a few harateristis of the Solar System an be explained in the frame of the
Nie model, thanks to the global instability. These positive results will be reviewed in the
following subsetions.
4.2.1 Trojans and Hildas apture
Morbidelli et al. (2005) show that during the global instability, the o-orbital region of
Jupiter beomes haoti. It is dynamially open, in ontrast to the present situation where
it is losed. Therefore, any Trojan asteroid that would have been present before the global
instability should leave, but planetesimals passing by an enter this zone. As a lot of bodies
oming from the outer planetesimal dis ross Jupiter's orbit during the global instability,
the o-orbital zone of Jupiter is oupied by a transient population : planetesimals enter
and leave this region. When the instability is over, the haos disappears and the region is
dynamially losed again. The planetesimals present at this time are aptured forever, and
beome the Trojans that are observed today. The distribution of the Jupiter Trojans in
eentriity, inlination, and libration angle an be explained by this proess. In ontrast,
their large inlinations ould not be understood before.
A similar proess also explains the apture of the Trojans of Neptune (Nesvorný &
Vokrouhliký, personal ommuniation).
Bottke et al. (2008) nd that planetesimals are also aptured in the region of the Hildas
asteroids, and in the outer Main Belt. They study their ollisional evolution over 3.9 billion
years, that is from the Late Heavy Bombardment until now. In the outer Main Belt, 90%
of the aptured objets are eliminated. The nal size distribution of the Hildas and of the
Trojans is in exellent agreement with observations.
This suggests that the asteroids of spetral type D, that onstitute the Trojans, the Hildas,
and are also present in the outer part of the Main Asteroid Belt, are aptured omets. They
are remnants of the dis of planetesimals that used to exist beyond the orbit of Neptune.
4.2.2 Irregular satellites
During the global instability, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have lose enounters with eah
other, while the density of planetesimals in the region of the giant planets is high. Therefore,
enounters involving two planets and at least one planetesimal should happen. In that ase,
it is possible that a planet aptures a planetesimal. This body beomes a satellite of the
planet, but there is no reason why it should orbit in the equatorial plane of the planet.
Therefore, it is an irregular satellite.
Nesvorný et al. (2007) show that this mehanism may well explain the irregular satellites
observed for Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune (Jupiter should have aquired its own by an other
proess). Indeed, they nd that any planetesimal has a apture probability by an ie giant of a
few 10−7. The distribution of orbits of the aptured satellites in inlination, eentriity, and
semi major axis, is in good agreement with observations for all the three planets. However,
the size distribution should be evolved to math the observations orretly ; this may be
possible by ollisional proesses during the last 4 billion years.
4.2.3 Kuiper Belt
The dis of planetesimals lost about 99% of its mass during the global instability. The
remaining bodies represent the Kuiper Belt. Levison et al. (2008) have shown that the main
properties of the Kuiper Belt an be explained in this frame. Indeed, while Neptune has
a large eentriity after some lose enounters with Uranus or Saturn, its outer Lindblad
resonanes overlap. The region between Neptune and its 2:1 mean motion resonane beomes
therefore haoti, and the planetesimals an travel through it, and ll this zone. One
Neptune's eentriity is damped, the dynamial state of the region is frozen.
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Under some reasonable assumptions, the simulations performed by the authors of the
evolution of the planetesimal dis during and after the global instability reprodue the main
observed properties of the Kuiper Belt :
1. the o-existene of resonant and non-resonant populations,
2. the peuliar distribution of the lassial belt in semi major axes and eentriities,
3. the existene of an outer edge at the loation of the 2:1 resonane with Neptune,
4. the bi-modal inlination distribution of the lassial population, with orrelations be-
tween physial properties and inlination,
5. the orbital distribution of the Plutinos and the 2:5 librators,
6. the existene of the extended sattered dis,
7. the mass deit.
All these intriguing properties had never been explained all together in a single model.
This suessful reprodution of the Kuiper Belt is therefore a strong, new argument in favor
of the Nie model.
4.2.4 A new Minimum Mass Solar Nebula
If one believes that the Nie model is true, it is lear that the four giant planets were not at
their present position after the gas dis phase. Therefore, the standard Minimum Mass Solar
Nebula (MMSN) is out of date. Desh (2007) assumed that the giants formed at their initial
positions in the Nie model (see above), exhanging Uranus and Neptune (whih happens in
50% of the ases in the original Nie model simulations). He nds that the surfae density of
the protoplanetary dis needed to build the planets and the outer dis of planetesimals, an be
very well tted by a steep power law : Σ ≈ 50500(r/1AU)−2.168 g.m−2. This density is one
order of magnitude larger at 5 AU than the Hayashi (1981) MMSN : Σ ≈ 1700(r/1AU)−1.5
g.m
−2
.
Inquiring the time evolution of the Solar Nebula, Desh nds a solution of a deretion
dis, photoevaporated at 61 AU, fed by the internal parts. The density prole ould remain
almost unhanged for about ten million years. Therefore, the solid ores of the giant planets
have time to reah their isolation masses, and to arete gas. The possible formation of the
giant planets with their masses and at the positions requested for the Nie model make this
new MMSN attrative.
However, the planetary migration in this dense dis has not been questioned. The gas
density at the loation of Jupiter is so high that this planet should enter in type III, run-
away migration towards the Sun, and disappear in a few hundred years. The mehanism of
Masset & Snellgrove (2001) used by Morbidelli & Crida (2007) and Morbidelli et al. (2007)
(setion 4.1) an not work in this dis. The four giants are inevitably lost in less than 20000
years (see Crida, 2009) ; this is a severe issue. On the ontrary, planetary migration ould
aount for a formation of the giant planets on a larger radial range, in a less dense dis,
followed by a ompatiation of the onguration by migration. Therefore, I would laim
that a new Solar Nebula onsistent with the Nie model is still to be built.
4.3 Conlusion on early dynamis of the giant planets
The planets did not form where they are now observed. First, they migrated inside the
protoplanetary gaseous dis. Their migration all the way down to the Sun an be prevented by
resonanes. Then, their orbital parameters probably dramatially hanged about 700 millions
of years after the protoplanetary dis dissipation, through a global dynamial instability.
The Nie model assumes a ompat onguration of the giant planets after the gas dis
phase ; this onguration is slowly perturbed by an outer dis of planetesimals ; then, the
system is destabilised by the 2:1 resonane rossing of Jupiter and Saturn, produing the
Late Heavy Bombardment and driving the planets on their present orbits.
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In the frame of this model, the orbital and size distribution of the Trojan and Hildas
asteroids an be explained. The struture of the Kuiper Belt is also well reprodued. In
addition, the irregular satellites of Saturn, Uranus and Neptune an be aptured during the
global instability. For these reasons, the Nie model is one of the most impressive results of
the last deade on Solar System formation.
5 Conlusion
In the last three years, a few little revolutions took plae in planetary siene. Planetesimal
formation and dierentiation now seems to predate the hondrules. The age of the Moon
forming impat has been revised to more than 60 Myrs. And nally, the Nie model shows
that after the gas dis dissipated, the Solar System has not yet its nal aspet at all ; on the
ontrary, a late global instability shapes its present arhiteture.
These new ideas are promoted by several results, so that they are robust and now aepted
by most researhers. They oer the possibility to draw a onsistent history of the formation
of the Solar System. Let us summarise this new senario. First, planet formation takes plae
in less than a million years in the innermost regions. The formed bodies dierentiate thanks
to the heat produed by the deay of short-lived radionuleides. The dierentiated bodies are
then destroyed by ollisions. This produes the seeds for the formation of hondrules, and
provides iron meteorites that will be sattered into the Main Asteroid Belt. Then, planetary
formation ontinues in the protoplanetary dis. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune avoid
migration towards the Sun by adopting a ompat onguration, on irular orbits. Then,
the gaseous proto-planetary dis disappears, and the last phase of the formation of the
terrestrial planets (giant impats) lasts about a hundred million years. In the end omes
the Moon forming impat on the Earth, while the
182
Hf radioativity is already extint.
Complete isotopi equilibration between the molten Earth and the molten dis preursor of
the Moon takes plae through a ommon siliate atmosphere. About 600 million years later,
a global instability in the dynamis of the giant planets auses the Late Heavy Bombardment
of the terrestrial planets, drives the giant planets on their present orbits, enables them to
apture their Trojans asteroids and irregular satellites, and shapes the Kuiper Belt.
This senario would have been unrealisti siene-tion in 2003. It looks in 2008 beautiful
and onsistent. The last ve years have been fasinating for Solar System siene. There
are still a few mysteries to explain, and the onsequenes of these major hanges in the
hronology of the formation of the Solar System have not yet been all explored. This opens
the possibility for a new exiting deade.
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